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Is there anything else you would like to write about what you would like to see in a new MFL 

GCSE? 

• A narrower focus of vocabulary.  Knowing which types of questions and topics will appear on 

each paper, like other subjects.  A shorter speaking exam and get rid of the role play. 

Consider the life experiences (lack of) of disadvantaged students, and that e.g. writing about 

a recent holiday,  will not give them an opportunity to express their experience.  Limit the 

topic of "work" as alot of schools are no longer able to offer work experience.  Higher tier is 

almost impossible to teach in mixed ability classes - there must be a better solution. 

• Nothing else should  be added. Exercices should be made more accessible and grading fairer 

• Several tiered papers that allow students to showcase what they know without questions 

that try to catch them out.     Maybe a use of word bank to help students with ideas of what 

to write, give them a scaffold eg. a word bank or sentence starters to promote success.     

Find a way to test language usage by providing access to verb tables etc. Otherwise it is a 

memory test and students are not taught to develop skills they succeed if they are able to 

memorise large quantities 

• Learn languages should give them the opportunity to connect with more people, being able 

to communicate on simple basis. The current gcse don’t offer that and the students miss an 

unique opportunity!!! 

• I think studying different usages of the language in different contexts is powerful like in the 

IB language B course. There is exposure to formal, informal, persuasive, academic texts and 

language and it allows students to become critical thinkers. Can GCSE students undertake 

their own research project in an area of cultural interest to be assessed at the end of the 

course a little like IRP for A level? Be careful about thinking if we add film study in this will 

solve all their motivation issues but yes, themes that engage students further to have a real 

say would be helpful. Can we link PSHE and careers in further? Antibullying target language 

case studies, pros and dangers of social media, cybercrime, celebrities, extracts of popular 

TV programs.... Yes we would need to ensure language content is accessible but I would 

rather have these included as opposed to trying to exploit film, poetry, and potentially 

outdated authentic literature that does not appeal to teenagers. 

• It would perhaps be prudent to ask current year 9 / GCSE students. 

• No 

• No tiers! Fairer exams which test what is actually there (R & L) and does not require 

inference. Questions in English, so that we are only testing one skill at a time, not two 

(especially in the writing exam - currently if pupils do not understand a bullet point, they 

cannot access the task, no matter how good their writing!) Fewer tricks and traps to 

deliberately confuse students, and more straightforward vocabulary in questions, not the 

obscure words the exam boards correctly seem to favour! E.g profesor, not maestro. Fairer 

marking which gives credit for general comprehension, not just for ‘exact’ answers. Role 

plays which reflect actual activities students will have encountered (I work in a deprived 

area, and very few of our students have ever been to the theatre, a booked a table in a 

restaurant, or been skiing!) And did I mention NO TIERING??!?! 

• Better range of topics. Clearer and shorter vocab and grammar list. Lower boundaries that 

foster enthusiasm. 



• Easier to achieve 4/5 so that weaker students aren’t put off choosing it for GCSE. Study of a 

film could also increase interest and would lead into A level.  More distinct topics between 

the different languages to help dual linguists. 

• No 

• Less emphasis on upper class leisure pursuits 

• Keep the cultural aspect, festivals and life in the country e.g. siesta, school life. Pupils are 

interested in this. More on Latin america as opposed to nearly everything being just on Spain 

- there are 20 other countries in the world that speak Spanish. 

• Vocational language 

• Stop native speakers taking it  Make it more accessible  Make listening exams VIDEOS so 

students can see body language, situation, context.   when do we just listen without any 

visual aids? Only on the phone and lets be honest most communicatio is done via email or 

skype/facetime. 

• Though an element of film study may be motivational, I wouldn’t like to see MFL GCSE 

become Film Studies in the TL. Basic written coursework (not Controlled Assessment) 

worked quite well in the past. 

• No role play on the speaking test - or at least, questions/rubric in TL 

• I don’t think that any of the question types in Q13 are good examples of techniques that 

might motivate students. Too much emphasis on cultural element disadvantages a whole 

section of the school population. I would not like it to be a watered down ‘film studies’ 

course. 

• More emphasis on language used working in the tourism industry or business and jobs 

where you would use the language. Students struggle to see how they may use languages in 

the future other than on holiday. 

• Revamp the speaking and listening assessment. Look at the current Welsh GCSE speaking 

and listening, I believe this to be a far better style of exam 

• More about the culture, accessible  to younger learners. 

• No more tiers or if there have to be tiers then a return to mixed tiering. Fewer’catch our’ 

questions in receptive skills 

• Less complicated vocabulary. I sometimes notice words/phrases I would not use myself and 

that I would never have known/learnt in English as a teenager. (I am French) 

• No 

• Simply change everything 

• Course should get ideas from courses for adults studying languages 

• no 

• I just want them to be able to use language in a meaningful way and get recognition for 

what they know. 

• Different tiered entries for each paper 

• Compared to their grades in other subjects, students' mfl grades are almost always a grade 

and a half or two grades below their other grades. Disheartening and demotivating - a 

disaster for recruitment! On two hours a week and fewer in yr 7 and 8, it really is ridiculously 

hard. ....and we need linguists more than ever post Brexit. 

• Na 

• Assessments where it takes more than just 25% to pass i. e. More accessible papers. 

• A fairer grading inline with other EBACc subjects to encourage students that they can be 

successful and will prioritize it as a GCSE. 

• Better grade boundaries, easier tests not near A level test 



• Culture is meant to be a big part of what the government wants our pupils to learn, but this 

is such a surface level aspect within the exams that I feel there is nearly no incentive to learn 

about it. It would be nice if the exam actually reflected a wider context to a larger degree 

and allowed for teaching that could really explore this. 

• None of the above! Real language does not come from just grammar, a film studied, 

everyday conversations, use excerpts that fit into broad global topics, give teachers 

autonomy, let them suggest content. Don’t be too prescriptive, more emphasis on 

comprehension and communication as in real life. Don’t patronise teenagers by making 

them talk about their pets. They are interested in media, environment, sport and global 

topics but need to acquire language basics when younger. 

• I would like the roleplays to be changed to reflect real situations rather than bizarre forced 

conversations which confuse student and examiner alike. 

• Less scope for subjective marking and no tiers. A well designed exam for a two year course 

should not be tiered. 

• Simplify the speaking exam    Reduce the amount of unseen vocabulary in reading and 

listening     Make the listening more accessible without almost deliberately trying to catch 

students out 

• Give students a feeling of success. Mixed tier entries or just one tier 

• SImplified speaking test - perhaps the option to upload a video 

• N/a 

• More real life scenarios 

• The marking should be more lenient with answers being assessed on whether or not 

students have understood or if what they have written could be understood by a native 

speaker. Ie is translation understandable? Do they know what a word means? Can they 

transmit ideas? 

• Bring back coursework!  Project work, cultural understanding.  speaking tasks that are 

actually useful rather thzn random bizarre situations that are extremely unlikely to occur in 

real life 

• Same basic idea as at present but much reduced content. Film or discussion in TL would be 

beyond my students and would make them demoralised 

• Easier reading and listening exams 

• More accessible listening exams. No photo task it’s pointless and inauthentic 

• Audio visual rather than a listening assessment. The vast majority of students can see. 

• The grading needs to be comparable with other subjects 

• More authentic content and cultural insights. 

• Less content to get through in such limited time. The ability to chose the tier you want to go 

for in the listening, reading and writing papers especially 

• Reduction on content. More about life in TL countries. Remove the photo card as it’s 

pointless. Put the instructions in the role play in English as that’s more realistic of the 

situation an English speaker would be in abroad. Put the writing rubric in English. 

• Close gap to alevel 

• Adjusted timings in listening.  Mark schemes that arent so punitive.  Exams (L+R in 

particular) which don't just trick the students. 

• I would not like to see film. Students have neither the maturity no the curriculum time to 

access a film in a foreign language. 

• easier and shorter exams 



• Something where they are allowed to use a dictionary or vocab list to help them to emulate 

real life . 

• An end to “trick” questions which deliberately try to catch students out 

• No 

• No 

• If a movement towards a more cultural GCSE is made (which I am broadly in favour of) this 

should be planned in consideration with students from a wide range of backgrounds. It 

should include specific and clear topic guidance and set knowledge which can be taught in a 

classroom situation to students who may never visit a TL speaking country, but who would 

still be inspired by an insight into another culture. 

• No 

• I would prefer no higher/foundation tier just a progressively difficult exam as there are too 

many risks entering borderline pupils for a higher paper 

• I am glad that this survey did not put the blame for bad grades / unfair grades on natives 

(who should be seen as an advantage in lessons and exams, not as a hindrance; a reasoning I 

only know from English MFL teachers) 

• No 

• Few easier listening questions at start of exam (particularly in higher papers) to boost 

confidence in first section / as they start exam. 

• No. 

• Easier exams to encourage wider learning of languages in the country 

• No 

• More target language 

• Fun, culture, focus on communicating in real life situations. Regular and repeated 

possibilities to assess but all tests centrally set and marked. 

• I think listening exam are becoming redundant. A more visual approach would be more 

relevant and uptodate 

• Less parts to the speaking exam and the bullet points on the Higher 150word writing to be 

more inspirational. 

• More culture, like the classics exam 

• Fewer themes so an in depth knowledge can be worked on  too much vocabulary that can be 

sent later when students move on to A level. 

• Questions in English not the TL  Abolish tiering 

• Listening that candidates can listen to with mp3s (same as Alevel) so that they can play back. 

No tiers. 

• That gradings are done by outcome as in the English exam so that pupils gain an overall 

grade ... this would be fairer as some pupils may be better at reading and some at writing. 

Hence instead of a tiered entry all pupils would do the same exam and gain the grade 

accordingly. 

• Just like the previous change, the decision will come from government and be forced onto all 

exam boards who will have to deliver identical qualifications leaving teachers with no choice 

and discouraging even more linguists in our schools 

• A vocational element that students could combine with other subjects. E.g. engineering or 

business. 

• The topics and assessment are fine, it is the vagueness of the mark schemes for writing and 

also the rejection of answers where students have understood the language, just may have 

worded it in the wrong way. 



• Video listening tasks instead of sound only. Would better reflect real life 

• No 

• I’d like the edexcel theme / module 8 to be more specific. I’d like more of a focus on 

grammar throughout. think modules 6 and 7 could be combined and vocabulary more 

specific. Module 2 could be sports, hobbies and global events that unite people. There could 

then be a cultural module, of which authentic texts would be a major part, along with films, 

music and art. 

• In designing a new curriculum/assessment base for ML we need to be very careful not to 

undermine the academic nature of the subject. If we want to compete with Humanities etc 

we need an interesting content base with a clear set of criteria and content for students to 

be able to revise. Success = Interest. Intrinsic motivation is the way forward. We also need to 

be mindful that ML teachers are leaving in their droves- if we rewrite from scratch, the extra 

workload will push even more amazing teachers out of the profession. The UK's problem 

with languages goes beyond a bad assessment design. Primary Languages? 

• A much clearer focus on the culture and on actually being able to “get by” in the language at 

the end of GCSE. 

• A lot of my classes have never left their street, never mind their town. They find it very hard 

to imagine something different. Keep it real and accessible for them. 

• Business use MFL which focusses on skills required by the general workforce, not necessarily 

people who want to be fluent speakers 

• Writing combined with Reading tasks   Less questions in the speaking   Role -play or 

photocard removed from the speaking exam. 

• Stop tiered entries altogether. One paper for all students. 

• N/A 

• Fairer grading   Easier exams 

• More generous grading is needed as well but the course needs to be more exciting 

• Topics need to be more engaging and the exams need to fit the purpose for what is being 

tested. 

• Easier exams especially tge hogher one.  Tasks that reflect what students would do in the 

workplace ie phonr conversation, fill in forms, answer emails, translation and interpretinh 

• Cultural modules 

• I like the idea of the cultural element of text/film but worried in reality this would increase 

the difficulty even more! 

• Please don’t add books and films. The PP kids (especially boys) don’t like to read in their own  

language. You’d only make the situation worse. 

• More emphasis on practical everyday skills. Being able to order a meal, buy tickets, go 

shopping. Like the old GNVQ Meet criteria for those skills and demonstrate knowledge of 

everyday situations. They shouldn't have to imagine that they are going to help blind 

children in Nepal for goodness sake when they can't order a meal at a takeaway! Give them 

skills and confidence to get by in Germany/France should they visit one day. 

• Fairer questions, fewer pointless tricks (see prev example), clearer expectations of how to 

answer questions 

• One Tier of entry 

• Fair testing which doesn't set out to trick them. E.g. accept the answer bored...not dying of 

boredom!!! 



• The topics are fine but language should be simplified remembering these are students who 

have largely studied MFL for five years. Less trick language and traps in the exam questions. 

Simpler questions especially at foundation. 

• I would like to see the tier options removed so that all pupils sit the same exam and grades 

are awarded this way. It is unfair that pupils are disadvantaged based on their perceptions of 

difficulty in the Higher tier and then do not perform as well on Foundation as they think it is 

easier. One exam for all. 

• Get rid of tiers! 

• Mix and match of tiers would be good 

• The overriding factor is the grading and how hard it is to get to a grade 4/5 compared with 

other subjects. 

• some of the questions are hard to answer. More content or the content more defined? Q13, 

none of them seem appropriate or interesting. Options on the 1 to 6 ranking question didn't 

really have enough options about learning a language. 

• Take out the translation. Graduated listening and reading paper. Shorter papers. Merge the 

reading and writing like the gcse. Keep role play take out picture card 

• We need to look at primary & KS3 mfl curricula too, as gcse should be a progression from 

not a repetition of what's been learned previously. 

• No 

• The grading is very unfair at the moment 

• no 

• Nope 

• No 

• The amount of vocab the students are expected to know is way too much! It’s not the 

grammar per se that is the issue, as this can be taught using sentence builders etc but 

students can’t access list wing and reading papers as there isn’t enough time to cover the 

vocab required! 

• Content that is relevant, useful and varied. Grammar and understanding of its importance as 

well as focus on the speaking element of it with an aim to communicate more than accuracy 

• No 

• More realistic exams where the pupils get recognition for their work and undertanding and 

not get tricked. More generous grade boundaries. 

• No exam tiers please 

• Fairer exams so students have a fair chance to do well. Less content. 

• A 

• More transactional and useful language. Topics that teenagers will talk about at Gcse level 

not current a level topics such as homelessness, environment, literary text. Very few pupils 

study languages at A level , as they are put off by Gcse 

• 1. Promoting languages in the UK with a clear reference to Ebacc  2. Culture based topics.  3. 

Real life scenarios   4. Real life conversations (idioms)  5. Awareness of jobs with languages 

• Film, social media, sport, travel, literature 

• Actually dealing with unpredictable language 

• I think it should include access for all, even if there are levels for more career minded future 

linguists. 

• Historical aspects to the culture. Culture isn’t just literature and films. Fashion, art, 

architecture, food, geography could also be a part 



• More work on how language works - sociolinguistics and linguistics. Comparisons between 

English and TL to understand “how things are done” in different languages. More useful 

everyday language. 

• No 

• no 

• Any changes should be small & manageable as we’ve already done so much to change our 

curricula in recent years! 

• More emphasis on speaking and listening. 

• Not at the moment 

• Fairer grading of the exam, especially writing, less questions with the aim to trick pupils 

• More scope for creativity in terms of topic content 

• removal of the photo task and reduction of the general conversation part of the speaking 

exam. Abolition of Writing exam. 

• Fairer marking to reflect how difficult MFL is compared with other subjects 

• No 

• Video listenings 

• Coursework based exams 

• More cultural references and everyday language. A film would be good, kids like any excuse 

to watch a film, but it needs to be careful that the questions don't turn it into media studies 

or too much like english classes. It needs to be fun and have meaning. 

• Less obscure literature. No “trick” questions. 

• We've been through so much change, make sure it's worth it.  Less can be more, because 

more can be overwhelming for a lot of students.  To bring languages into line with other 

subjects it needs to be achievable for low ability students. 

• Art, music and comparing French and British culture eg school systems 

• More time to study the content if you are going to add more to it! 

• Answered in previous questions 

• Single tiered entry, no higher or Foundation 

• Less harsh marking 

• No tiers 

• The students are always keen to watch a film, but because the curriculum content is so full, 

there isn’t capacity to do this, especially not meaningfully, so it tends to just be treat lessons 

for them. This means though that they don’t actually get much out of the film linguistically. 

It is also hard to find films in the target language that are appropriate, so a few key films on 

the curriculum would be great! 

• Pocket money, clothes used to be popular topics but are no longer there 

• Na 

• Film analysis is at A Level and should stay there. Students find the literary texts 

extraordinarily hard already, this feels like more if the same. They do not need to be able to 

analyse a poem, far too nuanced. 

• No 

• Businesses say they need people with language skills. Work with them to find out what they 

need people be able to do. This is what we need to teach and assess. Real life situations with 

a business emphasis 

• We need to reduce content! To complete the course and give time for revision most schools 

start in y9, but are then being slammed by Ofsted for doing so! Schools are trapped in the 

middle. 



• More cultural content and projects to work through 

• A fair assessment of transactional useful language that students would actually use if they 

went to the TL country or language they’d use in a job. Actually ask teenagers for their 

feedback on what they think is relevant, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds. 

• N/A 

• Some standardisation for languages is needed at primary school level in order to progress at 

secondary. 

• Once again, compare to CEFR more closely, and read the recent Ofqual research in detail 

(not just the exec summary, the research). Get rid of tiers! (This is a must). 

• I don’t think studying a film would motivate students. 

• No 

• No 

• More opportunities for authentic teenage conversation 

• I feel that their should be no tiering within MFL.  I feel that question 13 gives little 

opportunity to consider a wider range of ways in which GCSE MFL could better meet the 

needs and interests of young people. 

• Less vocabulary for foundation more to the point.  Short film could be a good idea 

• Easier with L and R questions in English and no obscure literature 

• No 

• No!! 

• Fewer ways of testing them. So many exam skills and content mean we have to teach the 

different strategies for section of  each paper, noy just the language itself as there are real 

tricks to the exams. 

• More relevant to teenagers and not as much middle class content - e.g. stick to topics like 

music, film, social media rather than skiing holidays! 

• More cultural content, less cramming for cramming sake. 

• Scrap GCSEs, offer modules linked to other subjects and combine within other subjects...so 

business studies with a language, geography with a language, offer more on tourism 

subjects, food, tech with a language.     Stand alone MFL will not do, here.      And many 

colleges do not offer as part of fun and activity lessons a language.     It's not about sitting 

Exams, GCSE in MFL but making pupils enjoy a language and lead them to travel and capable 

in business and they progress. 

• Don’t try to make it relevant to teenagers, we’ll never succeed. Make it relevant to the 

target culture 

• I think adding a film or literature would make it too complicated, but there needs to be more 

emphasis on grammar and the ability to have relevant conversations. 

• More engaging, serious topics brought in at GCSE and not reserved for KS5. 

• If you start introducing films etc with questions in English it will become like media studies 

or film studies the focus should be about language and students should learn about patterns 

in language 

• The content is broadly fair. The assessment must be slightly easier and less components in 

the speaking exam. 

• Consideration of content vs teaching time  Too much to teach/cover in ks3 & 4.   Ks2 should 

have a clearly defined curriculum which allows for progression into KS3 and beyond.   Move 

away from literature/poem analysis. Too much cultural knowledge required to truly 

understand 



• Writing questions in English or both languages. Clear bullet points (4) for 150 word question. 

Speaking prompts in English or both especially Role Play. 

• Get rid of the photo card!!!!! 

• Content that is more relevant to their age, fewer "topics", transactional language that would 

be useful if they were to visit TL country 

• Exam questions that actually relate to content and textbooks so they can prepare more 

effectively. 

• No 

• Less topics, easier grading or lower expectations for A/A* grades. 

• More cultural activities with a project based  exam. Less topics studied. A real differentiation 

and no grading. 

• Useful language for practical situations. Pupils often feel they can write about random topics 

but cannot sustain a normal conversation which would be much more useful in their future 

life. A separate course should be available for business purposes too, not just academic. 

• topics relevant to average 16 year olds  • “easier” exams - not trying to catch the 

pupils out  • perhaps worth 2 GCSE grades, one for reading and writing exams, one 

for speaking and listening? Especially if the exams stay as difficult.   • less content- 

not enough time to cover the content in enough depth as is required. 

• Songs 

• Not including set texts/ films. Not sure how this is meant to make language learning more 

appealing tbh 

• Language for everyday situations 

• More exciting content and cultural activities 

• More choice in writing. Less variety in speaking tasks to reduce time teaching tasks vs 

content and reducing student anxiety. 

• Less prescriptive answers for reading and listening - some of the reject answers are direct 

translations! 

• Less nuance, fewer distractors. More of students demonstrating what they know. No tiers of 

entry. 

• More real life situations, remove or condense environment topic as no use for work. Greater 

link with requirements in the world of work (learni g to make a phone call, negotiation skills, 

etc 

• Learn some language that young people need to communicate with 

• Removal of foundation and higher tiers 

• Listening and speaking for real communicative purposes 

• More emphasis on real life scenarios than learning specific vocabulary which native speakers 

rarely use! (Particularly environmental vocab!) 

• Less rigid marking scheme 

• If a film or text is used, it should be extracts and not an in-depth analysis like at A Level. 

Grammar exercises/section may not necessarily engage students, however I think they’d feel 

more prepared for writing and translation elements if they had this. 

• No 

• No need for more grammar questions .... please !!!! 

• No 

• Cultural elements such as film could only be introduced if the current content were reduced. 

• More up to date content and cultural topics 

• Less and less pupils interested due to huge content and difficulty of subject 



• No 

• Definitely more cultural aspects. Explicit knowledge of grammar only for top grades. Fewer 

tricks/traps in assessments. Rewards for conveying meaning in speaking/writing assessments 

in spite of errors. 

• A film study with character study would feel quite accessible. e.g il est... Elle est... Ils 

semblent... il a l’air... etc. It would help prompt more creative description of someone else 

perhaps 

• No role play and less ambiguous questions in the listening paper 

• Easier questions  More achievable targets 

• Speaking photos more realistic 

• I don’t think a written exam should have equal weighting as the other 3 skills. 21st century 

students don’t need to write in the TL 

• Less rigid focus on grammar/ tense “rote learning” and more on creativity and general 

communication.Films/clips etc that would engage them 

• Less content   More transactional language 

• More bottom up tasks in the listening and reading exams. 

• Fair grading, appropriate and accessible examinations and interesting content. NO tiers. 

Thank you 

• An exam that tests their language skills only and not their life experiences, ability to 

interpret events or to write imaginatively 

• Lose the idea of having to enter all 4 skills at the same tier. 

• Less responding in the TL 

• Na 

• Grammar test 

• An easier Foundation tier exam.   The Higher tier exam is about right as it is.    The cultural 

elements form part of my teaching.  I wouldn't want the films we watch spoilt by being 

examined as well.   For me it's important that the course is all about learning the language 

• Content suited to teenagers and young people travelling, studying and living abroad. 

• Cultural and historical information about TL countries. Students should know basic 

information about those countries: who is the leader, what is the government structure, key 

historical facts, key cultural information. Students should also study an age appropriate TL 

text (e.g a film or novel study). 

• Linguistics! UKLO-style activities; puzzles/decoding; prescriptivism/descriptivism. To appeal 

to a broader range of students (esp boys); practice 'STEM' skills etc. Get students thinking 

about language for its own sake (doesn't rely so much on cultural capital) 

• More culture, analysis of literature, history, art, sport (in English). Less 'structures'/teaching 

to the exam. 

• For the first question I would value many of those statements equally. 

• Focus on building a repertoire of language they can use to talk on a range of topics and 

which is a starting point for going on to study culture / literature etc at the next stage. 

• No 


